
ANIDRY+ Teaser pigs
ANIDRY+ is a dry animal litter for stables, pens and boxes for small animals
It will keep the pressure from bacteria's at a low level and will dry out the floors where it is used!
The typical consumption is 50 g ANIDRY+ p/sq. m.
One sack of 25 kg DryDes P will cover an area of 500 m2.

ANIDRY+ contains quaternary ammonium chloride (DDAC) which has a very high disinfection effect.
The drying effect is strong enough to kill fly eggs, cocoons and  catepillars.
To treat for flies the consumption is 150 gram pr m2 if the ares is resonable dry.

If the area is wet the consumption of ANIDRY+ is 300 gram pr m2.

  Split floor after disinfection by WetDes BD

ANIDRY+ after treatment by  WetDes BD
After a treatment by WetDes BD, which is an efficient wet disinfectant,

it is recommended to let the floor dry a little.

After this drying 50 g ANIDRY+ is scattered pr. m2, before the straw is 

layed

  Loose sows in  a pen

ANIDRY+ applied among loose sows
To secure a low pressure from  bacteria's and vira's one has to scatter

50 g ANIDRY+ pr. m2 3-4 times per week among the sows.

When a team of loose sows  has left the pen, it is cleaned and washed.

Then a disinfection by WetDe BD is executed.

After a short dyring and before next team of loose sows arrive to the

pen, 50 g ANIDRY+ is scattered per m2 before laying of straw.

  Newborn pigs underneath the lamp heater ANIDRY+ for the newborn pigs
When the sow has given birth, one will secure the newborn pigs to get 

into the warm nest. The lamp heater secures ca. 30oC, and DryDes P is 

scattered to cover all newborn pigs to secure

1) Drying out the mucous memebrande from birth

2) Keeping the pressure of bakteria's at a low level in the warm nest 

3) Keeping the nest dry

Due to the heat in the nest bactria's have ideal condition to grow.

For this reason one has to scatter 50 g ANIDRY+ pr m2 every day!

Before the next litter of newborn pigs, it is necesarry to clean, wash 
and disinfect by WetDes BD.

  Sow in the birth area giving teat

ANIDRY+ at the sow in the birth area
Where the newborn pigs has to teat the sow, it is important to keep a 

low pressure from bacteria's, too!

For this reason one has to scatter 50 g ANIDRY+ pr m2 every day!

Before the next sow is going to give birth, it is necessarry to clean, wash
and disinfect by WetDes BD.



  Piglets in a climate stable

ANIDRY+ among piglets
When the piglets have to leave the sow, they are very brittle and will ea-

sily be attacked by bacteris's! The smallest piglets are placed in climate

of 27-30oC in the pens; when they reach ca 25-30 kg they have been mo-

ved to pens of  20-23oC, all temperatures ideal for growth of bacteria's!

To keep the pressure from bacteria's at low level, the pens are scatte-

red 3-4 times per week by 50 g ANIDRY+ per m2!

Before the next litter of piglets, it is necesarry to clean, wash and dis-
infect by WetDes BD.

  Slaughter pigs in a pen

ANIDRY+ for slaughter pigs

Even when the pigs have a reasonable weight, it is still important to keep

the pressure from bacteria's at a low level

The pens are scattered 2-4 times per week by 50 g ANIDRY+ per m2!

Before the next litter of slaughter pigs, it is necesarry to clean, wash 
and disinfect by WetDes BD.

 Flies
     Flie egg

ANIDRY+ to kill flie egg, cocoons and catepillars

The flies are a pest  in all stable, and they are actually moving bacteria's around

from one pig to another!
DryDes P dries and kills flie eggs, cocoons as well as catepillars

   Flie catapillars 1) To kill flies in dry areas one has to scatter 150 g ANIDRY+ per m2  

2) To kill flies in wet areas one has to scatter 300 g ANIDRY+ per m2  

The very strong absorbtion of humidity by ANIDRY+ in the areas, where the flies

are, removes the living conditions for eggs, cocoons and catepillars of flies!

   Flie cocoon So break this circle of pesting flies by the ANIDRY+ dryout!

General recommandation by dinfection Start with the smallest animals in stables and work you way through
to the larger ones, and en by the biggest!
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